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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, a new corner detector is proposed based on evolution difference of scale pace, which can
well reﬂect the change of the domination feature between the evolved curves. In Gaussian scale space
we use Difference of Gaussian (DoG) to represent these scale evolution differences of planar curves
and the response function of the corners is deﬁned as the norm of DoG characterizing the scale evolution
differences. The proposed DoG detector not only employs both the low scale and the high one for detecting the candidate corners but also assures the lowest computational complexity among the existing
boundary-based detectors. Finally, based on ACU and Error Index criteria the comprehensive performance evaluation of the proposed detector is performed and the results demonstrate that the present
detector allows very strong response for corner position and possesses a better detection and localization
performance and robustness against noise.
Ó 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Corners in images represent much useful information and they
play an important role in describing object features for recognition
and identiﬁcation. Applications that rely on corners include scene
analysis, stereo matching, robot navigation, stitching of panoramic
photographs and object tracking, among many others. For this reason, considerable work has been performed on corner detection
and many algorithms for detecting the corners have been developed in recent years. These algorithms may be divided into two
main groups. The ﬁrst group contains the algorithms that work directly with the values of brightness of images (without segmenting
the image in advance), such as Moravec et al. (1977), Harris et al.
(1987), Dreschler and Nagel (1981), Kitchen and Rosenfeld (1982),
Fang and Huang (1982), Smith and Brady (1994), Chen et al.
(1995), Cheol Bae et al. (2002) etc. detectors. The other group includes the algorithms that extract the boundary ﬁrst and analyze
its shape afterwards. The algorithm we propose falls into this category. In the following, we will brieﬂy describe the main approaches that appeared in the history of boundary-based detectors.
Among all boundary-based detectors Curvature Scale Space
(CSS) is one of the most efﬁcient techniques for corner detection
and has been used in several corner detectors (Rattarangsi and
Chin, 1992; Mokhtarian and Suomela, 1998; Mokhtarian and Suomela, 2001; Mohanna and Mokhtarian, 2001; He and Yung, 2004;
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 23 60606391; fax: +86 23 65111025.
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Zhang et al., 2007). The main reason is that CSS has very good evolution similarity for the evolved planar curves. For example, as the
scale is increased, the noise is smoothed away and the effect of the
noise on the domination feature such as the curvature is reduced.
However, as the contour evolves, the actual locations of the domination points change. Tracking from high to low scale is necessary
to assure that the corner detection is not affected by the noise and
the localization of the corners is good. But, this not only increases
computing load but also results in other problems. For instance, as
the contour evolves, some weak domination points may disappear
so that there is difﬁculty in choosing an appropriate scale for assuring the true corners can be detected. On the other hand, in CSS
methods the high order derivative, which is sensitive to the noise,
is required for calculating curvature. In order to avoid choosing an
appropriate scale due to the single scale detection, Zhang et al.
(2007) suggested a scale product function deﬁned as the multiplication of the curvatures of the contour at scales in framework of
CSS, and corners were constructed as the local maxima beyond
threshold. Although multiscale product can combine several scale
information for localizing the corners it also increases computing
load. Another popular method is based on wavelet transform of
contour orientation (Lee et al., 1995; Quddus and Gabbouj, 2002;
Gao et al., 2007) or eigenvectors (Yeh, 2003) of covariance matrices
that denote tangent orientation of the planar curves, but there exists some drawbacks such as high false alarm rate besides the difﬁculty in choosing a proper scale. In fact, since their wavelet
functions are chosen as B-Spline ones wavelet transform of contour
orientation is essentially equivalent to the second order derivative
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of the smoothed curves (Lee et al., 1995; Quddus and Gabbouj,
2002; Gao et al., 2007; Yeh, 2003), which is very sensitive to the
noise. In Tsai et al. (1999) suggested a good measure for corner response by using the eigenvalues of the covariance Matrices of
boundary coordinate points over a small region of support due to
the fact that the smaller eigenvalue of covariance matrix reﬂected
shape information of contour and the eigenvalues of the matrix
could be used to extract the shape information. Its localization is
good and the derivative of planar curves is not required, but it is
very difﬁcult to determine an appropriate width of support of region (ROS) for different type images while time complexity of
eigenvalues is high. The major reason is that the smaller ROS is,
the more sensitive to noise the detector is; the larger ROS is, the
higher false alarm or missed rate the adjacent corners results in.
Besides the typical boundary-based corner detectors discussed
the others are referred to reference reviews of literatures (Tsai,
1997; Masood and Sarfraz, in press; Sobania and Evans, 2005; Arrebola and Sandoval, 2005; Guru and Dinesh, 2004). Based on the
previous discussion we have found that the existing boundarybased detectors had considered the evolution similarities of scale
space, thus the only single scale used for detecting candidate corners is inevitable and the proper one is difﬁcultly determined.
On the contrary, little attention has been paid to the Evolution
Difference between the evolved planar curves. In this paper, we
have found that among the evolved planar curves there is another
feature, which is referred to as evolution difference between the
evolved versions. That is, the changes of the evolved curves have
distinctive difference between corner positions and non-corner
positions. The change in neighborhood of corner points is sharp
whereas the change in neighborhood of non-corner positions is
weak. Hence, we will employ these intrinsic evolution differences
for presenting a new corner detection method, which utilizes both
the low scale and the high one for determining the candidate corners. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
 We illustrate the motivation of the proposed algorithm by analyzing the evolution similarities and the evolution differences
among the evolved curves based on scale space technique.
Moreover, the evolution differences are viewed as the basic idea
of our algorithm (Section 2.1).
 Based on Gaussian scale space we utilize Difference of Gaussian
to reﬂect the evolution difference, which may be characterized
by the norm of DoG. Naturally, the norm of DoG is deﬁned as
response function of corner detection (Section 2.2).
 In order to analyze the corner detection and localization performance of DoG, we discuss the relationship between the extreme
points of DoG’s norm and the curvature, and then conclude that
the maxima of the DoG’s norm correspond to ones of the curvature. Furthermore, we discuss the advantages of DoG over the
curvature (Section 2.3).
 Finally, we carry out a comprehensive evaluation to study on the
detection and localization performances of the detectors. The
DoG corner detector outperformed the CSS and wavelet and
covariance matrix detectors according to ACU He and Yung,
2004 and Error Index Lowe, 2004 criteria (Section 3).

1
Gðu; rÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ expðu2 =2r2 Þ
2pr2
where r is standard deviation.
We have

Cðu; rÞ ¼ Gðu; rÞ CðuÞ ¼ ðGðu; rÞ xðuÞ; Gðu; rÞ yðuÞÞ
¼ ðXðu; rÞ; Yðu; rÞÞ

ð2Þ

where * denotes convolution operator.
As shown in Fig. 1b–f, a leaf curve evolves at different scales
according to (2). In the evolution process of the leaf, there are
the following similarities among the evolved versions. As the scale
increases, the noise is smooth away and the sharp corners remain
whereas the weak corners will trend to disappear and the actual
locations of the corners change. All existing curvature scale space
(CSS) detectors use these similarity features through calculating
the curvature of the evolved versions. But these detectors only consider a single scale in the candidate corner detection and the locations of the corners are updated by the coarse-to-ﬁne tracking.
It is important to point out that besides the evolution similarities of scale space there is another distinctive evolution feature,
which is referred to as evolution difference between the lower evolution version and the higher one. For example, Fig. 2a illustrates
the two evolved curves of the leaf at the scales 2 and 5. We can observe that there are the obvious evolution differences between the
neighborhoods of the corners of the two evolved curves. Moreover,
the nearer the position far from a corner is, the more distinctive the
evolution difference is. Fig. 2b–d, respectively, shows the evolved
curves of the leaf between the scale 2 and another high scale, such
as 10, 15 and 20. From those ﬁgures we can also observe that
though the evolution differences are also observable at the noncorner positions there exist the maximal evolution differences at
the corners. Moreover, as the scale increases, the maximal properties of the evolution differences at the corners are still preserved
and the positions corresponding to the maximal evolution differences are not only affected by the high scale. Naturally, we can
make use of the evolution difference of two evolved curves, where
one scale is low enough to ensure good localization, the other is
high enough to ensure the good anti-noise performance. So, we
think that the evolution difference can better reﬂect the domination feature of the planar curves than the evolution similarities.
Now, how do we measure these evolution differences? Can the
measurement of the evolution differences be used for the cornerness? If possible, what advantages has the new cornerness? In this
paper, we will utilize Gaussian scale space to answer the above
problems. And then we can construct a new corner detection algorithm by the measure of the evolution differences. This is the main
idea of our paper.
Remark 1. It is important to point that in other scale space there
also is the same scale evolution difference.
2.2. DoG operator for planar curves
In this section, we will directly give the deﬁnition for Difference
of Gaussian of planar curves to measure the evolution differences.
By (2), the second smoothed planar curve with a different standard
deviation mr can be obtained:

2. Corner detection algorithm based on DoG
2.1. Motivation

Cðu; mrÞ ¼ Gðu; mrÞ CðuÞ ¼ ðGðu; mrÞ xðuÞ; Gðu; mrÞ yðuÞÞ

Let C(u) represent a regular planar curve as following:

CðuÞ ¼ ðxðuÞ; yðuÞÞ

The planar curve is ﬁrst smoothed by convolution with Gaussian function

ð1Þ

where u is the any parameter, and x(u) and y(u) denote coordinate
functions of planar curve, respectively.

¼ ðXðu; mrÞ; Yðu; mrÞÞ

ð3Þ

where mr = m  r, ‘‘” denotes ordinary multiplication, i.e., m > 1 is
a multiplier factor.
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Fig. 1. Leaf and its evolved versions: (a) original; (b) r = 2; (c) r = 5; (d) r = 10; (e) r = 15; (f) r = 20.

Fig. 2. Evolution difference between the two evolved versions, (a) r = 2 and r = 5; (b) r = 2 and r = 10; (c) r = 2 and r = 15; (d) r = 2 and r = 20.

Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively, express the two evolved curves
at difference scales. According to the intuitive observation for
Fig. 2, the evolution differences may be represented by the distance between the corresponding points of the two evolved
curves. Thus, we deﬁne evolution difference as the following
distance

Dðu; rÞ ¼ ½Gðu; mrÞ xðuÞ  Gðu; rÞ xðuÞ2
þ ½Gðu; mrÞ yðuÞ  Gðu; rÞ yðuÞ2
¼ ½ðGðu; mrÞ  Gðu; rÞÞ xðuÞ2 þ ½ðGðu; mrÞ
 Gðu; rÞÞ yðuÞ2 ¼ ½DoG xðuÞ2 þ ½DoG yðuÞ2

Gðu; mrÞ CðuÞ  Gðu; rÞ CðuÞ ¼ ðGðu; mrÞ  Gðu; rÞÞ CðuÞ
ð4Þ

¼ DoG CðuÞ
¼ ðDoG xðuÞ; DoG yðuÞÞ

where

DoG ¼ Gðu; mrÞ  Gðu; rÞ


1
1
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
expðu2 =2m2 r2 Þ  expðu2 =2r2 Þ
2pr m

Remark 3. In Eq. (4) the low scale and the high one of planar
curves are contained, and then several scales are combined into
detecting the candidate corners. Moreover, in (4) location of corner
is affected by small scale, thus we can avoid tracking from high to
low scale. Hence, the problem of the corner location changing at
large scale may be overcome in certain degree. This result will be
further discussed in subsection 2.3. Eq. (5) deﬁnes Difference of
Gaussian (DoG). By (3) and (5), we can deﬁne the difference of
two Gaussian smoothed planar curves as

ð5Þ

Remark 2. Eq. (4) obviously reﬂects the size of the evolution
difference for the evolved curves, so it can be viewed as cornerness
response function. According to the observation for the feature of
the evolution difference, the corner is naturally deﬁned as the local
maximum of (4). Later, we will give the theoretical analysis for the
proposed detector. So, based on (4) we obtain a new detector
referred to as DoG detector.

ð6Þ

Obviously, (6) may also reﬂect evolution difference in the form of
vector and (4) is viewed as norm of (6).
Remark 4. It is obvious that once DoG operator in (5) is pre-computed analytically, the proposed DoG detector will be of the lowest
computational complexity among the existing corner detectors
based on the boundary.
Remark 5. To calculate DoG operator, the discrete convolution
kernel for DoG can be obtained by approximating the continuous
expression of DoG given above. Again, it is necessary for the sum
or average of all elements of the kernel matrix to be zero.
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Also, with respect to u calculating the derivative in the two sides of
(8), we have

2.3. Corner detection and localization performance of DoG
In this section, we will analyze the detection and localization
performance of DoG detector through discussing the relationship
with DoG and the curvature, so as to answer why (4) is known
as the cornerness and which advantages DoG detector has.
Let F represent the functions vX(u, r), Y(u, r), G(u, r), D(u, r),
_ F€ and F are the ﬁrst order derivative,
j(u, r), x(u) or y(u). Then F,
the second order derivative, and the third order derivative of F with
respect to u, respectively.
Firstly, we recall several formulas with respect to the curvature
and the diffusion equation. According to Rattarangsi and Chin
(1992) and Mokhtarian and Mackworth (1992), through redeﬁning
parameter u the curvature j of a smoothed planar curve deﬁned by
(2) can be simpliﬁed as

_
€ rÞ  Xðu;
€ rÞYðu;
_
jðu; rÞ ¼ Xðu;
rÞYðu;
rÞ
2
2
such as X_ ðu; rÞ þ Y_ ðu; rÞ ¼ 1

_
€ rÞ þ Yðu;
_
€ rÞ ¼ 0
Xðu;
rÞXðu;
rÞYðu;
This implies

_
Dðu;
rÞ ¼ 0
From this equation it follows that the extreme points of j are yet
the ones of D.
_
On the other hand, let u satisfy Dðu;
rÞ ¼ 0, i.e., u is an extreme
point of D. By (10) this implies
v

v

€ rÞ X ðu; rÞ þ Yðu;
€ rÞ Y ðu; rÞ ¼ 0
Xðu;

ð13Þ

Hence, by (7) and (13) we have

ð7Þ
ð8Þ

ð12Þ

v

v

_
_
j_ ðu; rÞ ¼ Xðu;
rÞ Y ðu; rÞ  X ðu; rÞYðu;
rÞ
v

€ rÞ Y ðu; rÞ
v
Yðu;
_
_
Yðu;
rÞ Y ðu; rÞ þ
rÞ
¼ Xðu;
€ rÞ
Xðu;

where

_
€ rÞ
_
€ rÞ ¼ xðuÞ Gðu;
Xðu;
rÞ ¼ xðuÞ Gðu;
rÞ; Xðu;

_
€ rÞ
€ rÞ ¼ yðuÞ Gðu;
_
rÞ ¼ yðuÞ Gðu;
rÞ; Yðu;
Yðu;

v

On the other hand, according to Lowe (2004) Gaussian function satisﬁes the following diffusion equation

rr2 Gðu; rÞ ¼

o
Gðu; rÞ
or

This implies that the extreme points of D are yet the ones of j.
In term of the above discussion, we draw the conclusions as
follows:

o
Gðu; mrÞ  Gðu; rÞ Gðu; mrÞ  Gðu; rÞ
Gðu; rÞ 
¼
or
mr  r
ðm  1Þr
Therefore, we have

€ rÞ
Gðu; mrÞ  Gðu; rÞ  ðm  1Þr2 r2 Gðu; rÞ ¼ ðm  1Þr2 Gðu;

ð9Þ

By (4) and (9), we rewrite (4) as

Dðu; rÞ ¼ ½xðuÞ ðGðu; mrÞ  Gðu; rÞÞ2 þ ½yðuÞ ðGðu; mrÞ  Gðu; rÞÞ2
 ½xðuÞ ðm  1Þr2 r2 Gðu; rÞ2 þ ½yðuÞ ðm  1Þr2 r2 Gðu; rÞ2
€ rÞ2 þ ½yðuÞ Gðu;
€ rÞ2 g
¼ ðm  1Þ2 r4 f½xðuÞ Gðu;
€ 2 ðu; rÞ þ Y€ 2 ðu; rÞ
¼ ðm  1Þ2 r4 ½X

ð10Þ

In the following, based on Eqs. (7)–(10) we will discuss relationship
between DoG and the curvature of planar curves. Now, let u satisfy
j_ ðu; rÞ ¼ 0, i.e., u is an extreme point of j. So, from (7) we have
v

_
_
Xðu;
rÞ Y ðu; rÞ  X ðu; rÞYðu;
rÞ ¼ 0
v

 The extreme points of the DoG’s norm correspond to the ones of
the curvature of planar curvature. Therefore, DoG has not only
the same good detection performance as the CSS-based detectors but also the lowest computational complexity.
 According to (10), the extreme of the DoG’s norm is associated
with low sigma r, and then Localization of DoG is affected by
low sigma of DoG and not affected by high sigma of DoG. Therefore, DoG detector does not require tracking from high to low
scale to improve corner locations and overcome the difﬁculty
in choosing the high scale.
Remark 6. If DoG operator is directly performed according to (4),
DoG operator has two important parameters r and m. In our
experiments, m is chosen as 1.5, and r generally is chosen as some
value in interval Harris et al., 1987. It is important to remember
that value of r is decided by image noise level.

v

€ rÞ, Y ðu; rÞ ¼ yðuÞ
€ rÞ.
_  Gðu;
_  Gðu;
where X ðu; rÞ ¼ xðuÞ
Further, we have
v

_
Xðu;
rÞ Y ðu; rÞ
X ðu; rÞ ¼
_
Yðu;
rÞ
v

ð11Þ

By (11) and (10), we have
v

v

_
€ rÞ X ðu; rÞ þ 2Yðu;
€ rÞ Y ðu; rÞ
Dðu;
rÞ ¼ ðm  1Þ2 r4 ½2Xðu;
2
3
v
€
_
v
2 4 4Xðu; rÞXðu; rÞ Y ðu; rÞ
€ rÞ Y ðu; rÞ5
þ Yðu;
¼ 2ðm  1Þ r
_
Yðu;
rÞ
¼

In same way as (12) calculating the derivative in the two sides of (8)
with respect to u, it follows that

j_ ðu; rÞ ¼ 0

€ rÞ.
where r2 Gðu; rÞ ¼ Gðu;
In addition, we know

v

_
€ rÞ þ Yðu;
_
€ rÞ
Y ðu; rÞ½Xðu;
rÞXðu;
rÞYðu;
¼
€
Xðu; rÞ

2ðm  1Þ

2

r

4

v

_
€ rÞ þ Yðu;
_
€ rÞ
Y ðu; rÞ½Xðu;
rÞXðu;
rÞYðu;
_Yðu; rÞ

Remark 7. There are local maxima of the DoG’s norm on the
evolved contours due to rounded corners or noise. These can be
removed by introducing a threshold value t. Hence, the true corners commonly correspond to the local extrema of DoG that exceed
the given global threshold. Global threshold size is affected by r
and m. Generally, threshold increases as r increases. For example,
when r is chosen as 2, the threshold is set as 0.05; when r is chosen as 2.5, the threshold is set as 0.1.

3. Performance evaluation and experimentations
In this section, we will compare the proposed DoG detector
with Harris et al. (1987) and several typical boundary-based corner
detectors including CSS (Mokhtarian and Suomela, 1998), eigenvalues of covariance matrices (Tsai et al., 1999), wavelet transform
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(Lee et al., 1995), and eigenvectors of covariance matrices (Yeh,
2003) by using two criteria – accuracy (ACU) (Mohanna and Mokhtarian, 2001) and Error Index (Sojka, 2002). For convenience, we
simplify these detectors as DoG, Harris, CSS, Eigenvalue, Wavelet
and Eigenvector.
3.1. Image database
To conduct plenty of experiments we used the twenty different
original images, which included Block, House, Lab, Pentagon, Airplane, Flower, Leaf, Gear, Key, Fish, Shark, and simple planar curves,
etc. These images were used for the experiments in (Rattarangsi and
Chin, 1992; Mokhtarian and Suomela, 1998; Mokhtarian and Suomela, 2001; Mohanna and Mokhtarian, 2001; Zhang et al., 2007;
Chen et al., 1995; Lee et al., 1995; Quddus and Gabbouj, 2002; Gao
et al., 2007; Tsai et al., 1999; Yeh, 2003). We had their transformed
images as test images, which were obtained by applying the ﬁve different types of experiments on each original image as follows:
Experiment 1. Rotation. In this experiment, the rotation transformation was performed. Firstly, the number and the position of
corners were extracted in the original image. Secondly, the original
image was rotated with rotation angle chosen by uniform steps of
the interval [80°, +80°]. Distance between consecutive steps was
10°. Finally, the number and the positions of corners in each
rotated image were extracted.
Experiment 2. Uniform. In this experiment, the uniform transformation was carried out. We did the same for the original image and
uniform scaling of this image with scale factors chosen by uniform
sampling of the interval [0.5, 1.5]. Distance between consecutive
samples was 0.1.
Experiment 3. Non-uniform. In this experiment we repeated the
process of Experiment 2 for non-uniform scaling. The x-scale and
y-scale parameters were chosen by uniform sampling of the intervals [0.5, 1.5], respectively.
Experiment 4. Afﬁne transform. Afﬁne transform is applied to the
original image. Here we applied a rotation angle of 10° and +10°
and combined with non-uniform scaling with the x-scale and yscale parameters chosen by uniform sampling of the intervals
[0.5, 1.5], respectively. Distance between consecutive samples
was 0.1.
Experiment 5. Noise. In this experiment Gaussian white noise was
added to the original image with zero-mean and variances chosen
by uniform sampling of the intervals [0.005, 0.05], respectively.
Distance between consecutive samples was 0.005.
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Therefore, all of the original images and their rotated, uniformly
and non-uniformly scaled, afﬁne transformed and noise disturbed
images made up our image database together.
3.2. Evaluation criteria
To evaluate the robustness of the proposed algorithm under the
rotation, scaling, afﬁne transforms and noise disturbing, we introduce accuracy (ACU) (Mohanna and Mokhtarian, 2001) and Error
Index (Sojka, 2002) criteria for measuring the localization accuracy
and stability of corner detectors, respectively.
Mohanna and Mokhtarian (2001) presented the criterion of
accuracy, which took account of the number of corners in original
image as well as the number of corners in each of the transformed
images. Let No be the number of the corners detected in the original
image (note that No – 0), Na the number of the corners matched in
the original image when compared to the ground-truth corners
and Ng the number of the corners in the ground-truth. The criterion
of accuracy is

ACU ¼ Na =No þ Na =Ng Þ=2  100%
where ACU stands for ‘‘accuracy”.
On the other hand, as described in (Sojka, 2002), we have also
evaluated the number of corners detected correctly, the number
of corners that were missed, and the number of false detections.
By a false detection it means the situation when a corner is detected at a point at which (near which) no real corner exists. The
total error of the detector is deﬁned to be the sum of the number
of missed corners and false detections. Hence, Error Index is the ratio of total error to number of corners in the image.
Remark 8. We use ACU to describe the accuracy of corner
detectors. The value of ACU for stable and accurate corner
detectors should be close to 100%. The ground-truth is created by
human judgment.
Remark 9. In the tests, Error Index is used to describe the error
rate of corner detectors. The value of Error Index for stable and
accuracy corner detectors should be close to zero. Also the reference solutions of ground-truth corners were prepared for the tests.
3.3. Experimental results
According to ACU and Error Index criteria the comparative
experiments were carried out for Harris, DoG, CSS, Wavelet, Eigenvalue, and Eigenvector under rotation, scaling, afﬁne transforms
and noise disturbing. All experiments were based on the environment platform of Window s-XP 2.6GHz and Matlab-7.0. Moreover,
the parameters of each detector in all experiments were set as the

Fig. 3. ACU and Error Index under rotation: (a) ACU. (b) Error Index.
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Fig. 4. ACU and Error Index under uniform scaling: (a) ACU. (b) Error Index.

Fig. 5. ACU and Error Index values under noise disturbing: (a) ACU. (b) Error Index.

Fig. 6. The overall performance under various geometric transformations and the noise disturbing: (a) ACU. (b) Error Index.

values, which made each detector achieve as good as possible results for the images without any geometric transformation or noise
disturbing and keep unchanged.
Figs. 3–5 illustrate the average values of ACU and Error Index
under rotation, uniform scaling and noise disturbing, respectively.
Note that these values are averaged across the all different images.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the overall averages for ACU and Error Index
under various transformations and Gaussian noise. And these results indicate the robustness of each detector under rotation, scaling and noise disturbing. As shown in Figs. 3–6, it follows that DoG
offered the higher accuracy and the lower Error Index than the
other ﬁve corner detectors under the various geometric transformations and the noise disturbing. On the other hand, from Fig. 6
we can also know overall ACU of DoG was up to above 75% under
each transform and Error Index is less than 35%, moreover, they

achieve the highest average values among the tested corners. All
these results show that the detection performance of the DoG
was better than the others, especially in the noise experiment
(Fig. 5). In conclusion, all the evaluation results have shown that
DoG had the best stability and accuracy with respect to similarity,
afﬁne transforms and noise disturbing.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we ﬁrst focused on the evolution similarities and
the evolution differences of planar curves and found that the evolution difference can better reﬂect the domination structure
feature of the planar curves than the evolution similarities. In the
following, based on Gaussian scale space we deﬁned a new
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operator, i.e. DoG (Difference of Gaussian) operator of planar
curves, whose norm represents and characterizes the evolution difference. Furthermore, it has been veriﬁed that the maxima of DoG’s
Norm corresponded to the ones of the curvature. Hence, we deﬁned
the norm of DoG as the response function. As a result, the main
advantages of DoG lie in that DoG combines a low and a high scale
into the detection of the candidate corner and the coarse-to-ﬁne
tracking may be avoided. Moreover, DoG has the lowest computing
load among the existing boundary-based detectors. Finally, by
using ACU and Error Index criteria we performed the comprehensive performance evaluation of the proposed detector. The experiments illustrated that the proposed DoG detector has generated
good detection and localization under various geometrical transform and noise disturbing.
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